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Abstract. Within the discipline of natural language processing there are diffe-
rent approaches to analyze large amounts of text corpus. The identification pat-
terns with semantic elements in a text let us classify and examine the corpus to 
facilitate interpretation and management of information through computers. 
This paper proposes the development of a software tool that generates index 
patterns automatically using various algorithms for lexical, syntactic and se-
mantic analysis of text and integrates the results into other projects in the area 
of research and other ontological formats. The algorithms in the system imple-
mented various types of analysis in the context of natural language processing, 
so they can identify grammatical categories and semantic characteristics of 
words, making up index patterns. The results obtained correspond to a pattern 
list sorted by frequency of occurrence and take into account intermediate op-
tional elements, which determine its relevance and usefulness to other projects. 
The developed system proposes a model of generation and storage of patterns, 
and a control interface that allows the specification of parameters and running 
reports. 

1 Introduction 

A pattern is a reusable solution to a recurring problem in software design. The recog-
nition of patterns through domains allows the classification and identification of 
common solutions to simplify the analysis and understanding of the domains. It is 
possible with patterns and analysis techniques to classify and interpret texts through 
computers, thus able to solve many problems in the research areas of artificial intelli-
gence, speech and language recognition and information retrieval [1].  

Through software development is possible to integrate the concepts of identifying 
patterns into the design of a system that automatically generate patterns from large 
amounts of text or corpus. This system should incorporate methods of natural lan-
guage processing that allow the classification, identification and analysis of text pat-
terns. Software engineering provides a systematic approach necessary to undertake 
these research projects using methodologies and design techniques. 

2 State of the Art 

The methods and objectives for this project enter within the scope of knowledge ma-
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nagement as the solution implies a representation of semantic data through the organ-
ization and analysis of information. Knowledge management builds and manages 
conceptual models that can recover and understand the data from domains, in this 
case, to make an analysis of different features for the representation of semantic rela-
tions and patterns [2]. Semantics is understood as the study of the meaning of linguis-
tic expressions, and corresponds to a major branch of the study of the natural lan-
guage processing [3]. In the index patterns generation, semantics is included within 
the orientation of natural language and not of artificial language as usually deter-
mined for software engineering projects. The semantic pattern generation is contained 
into the models defined within the knowledge management approach. The system 
incorporates grammatical categories, semantic relationships and contexts defined by 
sentences. Through the generation of these patterns it is possible to develop hierar-
chical structures and rip taxonomic relationships through the semantic data [4]. The 
analysis of texts is defined using techniques like "pattern-matching", which are the 
basis of the pattern generation algorithm proposed in the system. 

A. Information Reuse 

Reuse in software engineering is present throughout the project life cycle, from the 
conceptual level to the definition and coding requirements. This concept is feasible to 
improve the quality and optimization of the project development, but it has difficul-
ties in standardization of components and combination of features. Also, the software 
engineering discipline is constantly changing and updating, which quickly turns obso-
lete the reusable components [5]. At the stage of system requirements reuse is imple-
mented in templates to manage knowledge in a higher level of abstraction, providing 
advantages over lower levels and improving the quality of the project development. 
The patterns are fundamental reuse components that identify common characteristics 
between elements of a domain and can be incorporated into models or defined struc-
tures that can represent the knowledge in a better way. 

B. Natural Language Processing 

The Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an approach in artificial intelligence that 
we have selected for indexing pattern generation, as it brings together several mecha-
nisms that enable effective interpreting of natural language texts. These mechanisms 
try to solve the ambiguities of language and vocabulary by its semantic, which is pre-
cisely the main difficulty facing the corpus analysis [6]. To process the corpus is nec-
essary to use specialized tools in each of the different type of documents and analysis. 

The need for implementing Natural Language Processing techniques arises in the 
field of the human-machine interaction through many cases such as text mining, in-
formation extraction, language recognition, language translation, and text generation, 
fields that requires a lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis to be recognized by a 
computer [7]. The natural language processing consists of several stages which take 
into account the different techniques of analysis and classification supported by the 
current computer systems [8]. 
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1) Tokenization: The tokenization corresponds to a previous step on the analysis of 
the natural language processing, and its objective is to demarcate words by their se-
quences of characters grouped by their dependencies, using separators such as spaces 
and punctuation [6]. In this way, the tokenization gets a standard list of tokens that 
are related to the text in sequential order and establishes the structure for the further 
analysis. Tokens are items that are standardized to improve their analysis and to sim-
plify ambiguities in vocabulary and verbal tenses. For this reason there are several 
difficulties to tokenize, as it is possible to find special cases, such as abbreviations, 
acronyms, numerical data or compounds terms that should have specific rules to al-
low recognition. Tests have been conducted on corpuses that have reached tokeniza-
tion accuracy of 99%, as in the Brown Corpus [9]. 

2) Lexical Analysis: Lexical analysis aims to obtain standard tags for each word or 
token through a study that identifies the turning of vocabulary, such as gender, num-
ber and verbal irregularities of the candidate words. An efficient way to perform this 
analysis is by using a finite automaton that takes a repository of terms, relationships 
and equivalences between terms to make a conversion of a token to a standard format 
[10]. Another method of lexical analysis is concerned in the need to analyze unfamil-
iar words to a specific dictionary. For this, it can be possible to have a morphological 
model that defines derivation rules of words to identify common terms in different 
variations. In the latter case it is possible to classify the unknown terms and without 
morphological relationship with others, as nouns (in the case of proper names) or 
other special categories (undefined category). Finally, there are several additional 
approaches that use decision trees and unification of the databases for the lexical 
analysis but this not covered for this project implementation [11]. 

3) Syntactic Analysis: The goal of syntactic analysis is to explain the syntactic rela-
tions of texts to help a subsequent semantic interpretation [12], and thus using the 
relationships between terms in a proper context for an adequate normalization and 
standardization of terms. Several problems in this analysis have to do with the cover-
age of the grammar for a defined language, the structural ambiguities, and the cost of 
computer processing that depends on the preferred depth of the analysis, therefore, to 
expedite the processing it is possible to delimit the analysis to sentences or phrases 
into a limited scope or size. The preferred method for an efficient analysis corre-
sponds to the realization of a superficial analysis that defines into a local scope of 
information. For this, there are deductive techniques which define a set of grammar 
rules and that use finite state techniques [13], and inductive techniques, that use ma-
chine learning and neural networks on a training corpus [14]. To incorporate lexical 
and syntactic analysis, in this project were used deductive techniques of standardiza-
tion of terms that convert texts from a context defined by sentences through a special 
function or finite automata. 

4) Grammatical Tagging: Tagging is the process of assigning grammatical catego-
ries to terms of a text or corpus. Tags are defined into a dictionary of standard terms 
linked to grammatical categories (nouns, verbs, adverb, etc.), so it is important to 
normalize the terms before the tagging to avoid the use of non-standard terms. The 
most common issues of this process are about systems' poor performance (based on 
large corpus size), the identification of unknown terms for the dictionary, and ambi-
guities of words (same syntax but different meaning) [15]. Grammatical tagging is a 
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key factor in the identification and generation of semantic index patterns, in where 
the patterns consist of categories not the terms themselves. The accuracy of this tech-
nique through the texts depends on the completeness and richness of the dictionary of 
grammatical tags. 

5) Semantic and Pragmatic Analysis: Semantic analysis aims to interpret the mean-
ing of expressions, after on the results of the lexical and syntactic analysis. The im-
plementation problems are due to lexical ambiguity of language as homonymous 
word can have multiple grammatical categories; referential ambiguity, since the 
meaning of the terms may vary by their pronouns, and the ambiguity of scope, when 
there are additional words in the context that change the meaning of the related words 
[6]. The semantic analysis gets the semantic value from the terms and links them to 
the generated patterns in various forms, storing their value into the Patterns structure. 
The pragmatic analysis for its part also depends on the previous stages and aims to 
interpret the words or phrases in a defined context [16]. This analysis not only con-
siders the semantics of the analyzed term, but also considers the semantics of the con-
tiguous terms within the same context. Automatic generation of index patterns at this 
stage and for this project does not consider the pragmatic analysis. 

6) RSHP: it is a model of information representation based on relationships that han-
dles all types of artifacts (models, texts, codes, databases, etc.) using a same scheme. 
This model is used to store and link generated pattern lists to subsequently analyze 
them using specialized tools for knowledge representation [17]. Within the 
Knowledge Reuse Group at the University Carlos III of Madrid RSHP model is used 
for projects relevant to natural language processing. 

3 Description of the System 

This section indicates the system features and data structures that will represent the 
generated information from the corpus, using containers and descriptions through 
various examples. Then it includes functions and algorithms that will use the defined 
data structures, and an activity sequential diagram that defines the flow of execution 
of the algorithms and functions. 

A. Data Structures 

1) Pattern Definition: A pattern is defined in the system as a tuple that may contain 
grammatical categories (C) or subpatterns (P), in where the number or ID associated 
with the element points to a specific category or pattern. The patterns relate to the 
texts of the corpus through the grammatical category represented, so a pattern that 
contains subpatterns can be split up to be composed only of grammatical categories. 
This creates a binary tree structure for pattern reporting. 

2) Tokens: The patterns are generated and stored across three data structures defined: 
Tokens, Map and Patterns. Tokens correspond to a vector that sequentially stores the 
elements of the texts that could be grammatical categories or patterns. The system has 
only one Tokens structure in which the algorithms will by replacing the grammatical 
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categories with patterns depending on the defined iteration levels. Storing Tokens is 
the first step in the analysis of corpus to generate patterns. 

3) Map: The map is a collection of all combinations of grammatical categories and 
patterns that are stored in the Tokens table by a defined criterion. The simplest crite-
rion is considered in this project and it corresponds to the identification of a pattern as 
a pair of adjacent elements. The pattern sequential order is no more relevant for the 
further analysis. 

4) Patterns: The data structure of Patterns or unique patterns corresponds to a list of 
items found in the Map grouped by frequency. This structure will contain the patterns 
found in the texts according to the defined generation criteria, and it will store them 
in frequency order, which indicates the relevance of the pattern. The most important 
patterns are the most frequent on the original text. In addition to the frequency, Pat-
terns will store the substitution level of each element to know in which iteration was 
generated. Patterns with optional elements between are stored in a separate structure 
with a direct reference to Patterns. 

B. Systems Requirements and Scope 

To meet the proposed objectives it has been defined for the project the following re-
quirements, based on technological capabilities and compatibility of the results: 
• Develop a program in C # that groups different pattern generation algorithms. 
• The algorithms must be able to analyze texts, generate sentences, tokens and pat-

terns. 
• The system must support and expand the RSHP model using its same data model. 
• The system must have export functions to other hierarchical compatible formats 

mainly for thesaurus representation formats. 
In this way the system should be able to take different corpus in natural language, 
analyze and categorize them to generate a final list of patterns ordered by frequency. 
In where the generated data should have a standard format to be able to extend to a 
model based on graphs as RSHP, and to be exportable to other hierarchical compati-
ble formats.  

C. Activity Diagram 

 

Fig. 1. Activity diagram of the system. 
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D. System Algorithms 

The algorithms in the system are defined by modules, which are independent from 
each other but reusable in different parts of the pattern generation process. However, 
it is defined a sequence of execution of algorithms that use necessary structures gen-
erated by other algorithms. Therefore, for reading the corpus and to generate patterns, 
is a must to execute the algorithms in the sequential order defined in the activity dia-
gram. Just in the case of having structures with pre-filled records the execution could 
move to further algorithms. 

1) Sentences and Tokens Generation: The first algorithm to execute consists in the 
token generation from texts of corpus. For this is required an intermediate step to 
generate sentences from texts and then passing the sentences into a normalize func-
tion that generates the final tokens. The sentences are defined by symbols of demarca-
tion as dots or commas separating the sentences within the analyzed text. The algo-
rithm also ignores line breaks, so this does not affect to the delimitation of a sentence. 
• Read a line from the corpus. 
• Generate sentences from the line by the delimiter characters considering previous 

sentences and fragments. 
• Read again the lines until the end of the file. 
• Read a generated sentence. 
• Normalize the sentences according to their context and get a list of tokens with 

properties. 
• Store the obtained data to Tokens structure. 
• Read again the sentences until the last sentence. 

2) Basic Patterns Generation: The basic patterns are the first generation of patterns 
that take for its execution the adjacent tokens criteria. The adjacent tokens are tokens 
analyzed and grouped in pairs in sequential order through the entire data structure 
Tokens. As is the first algorithm that runs, it scans the items in Tokens that currently 
apply only to grammatical categories, so it will not include subpatterns. The basic 
pattern generation stores all possible combinations of adjacent tokens in the Map 
structure, and then, the final identification of patterns uses an algorithm to sort the 
generated patterns through a dictionary object grouped as unique elements and or-
dered by frequency. Within the basic patterns generation algorithm it can be executed 
the functions to identify semantics and patterns with optional elements between. 
• Read the generated tokens. 
• Group them in pairs and save the Map. 
• Read again the tokens until the end of the structure. 
• Read the patterns stored in the Map. 
• Save the patterns with a frequency counter in a dictionary. 
• Read again map patterns until completion. 
• Sort the dictionary by the counter and save the patterns to the Patterns structure. 

3) Composite Patterns Generation: The composite patterns correspond to the later 
generations of patterns that are formed by substitution levels into the Tokens struc-
ture. The algorithm consists of two parts, the first part makes modifications to the 
Tokens structure by replacing tokens or subpatterns with patterns (through a "pattern-
matching" technique), and a second part that implements a similar process to the basic 
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pattern generation, that generates a map and list of patterns stored in the Patterns 
structure. The algorithm execution repeats itself depending on the number of substitu-
tions defined by the system's user. If there are no limits defined, the system realizes 
all the substitutions until there are no more possible substitutions. In this case, there 
will be a great pattern that groups the entire corpus, but linked to all subpatterns as a 
tree root. 
• Read the generated tokens and patterns. 
• Check if there are matches of patterns into the Tokens structure and make all the 

possible substitutions. 
• Get two new patterns from the new tuple formed by pattern's adjacent elements 

and save them into the Map. 
• Read again the patterns and tokens until the end of the structure. 
• Read the patterns stored in the Map. 
• Save the patterns with a frequency counter in a dictionary. 
• Read again map patterns until completion. 
• Sort the dictionary by the counter and save the patterns to the Patterns structure. 

4) Pattern Generation with Optional Elements Between: The patterns with optional 
elements between are composed by a tuple pattern that can contain any elements be-
tween (grammatical categories or subpatterns). To generate these patterns, the system 
takes the basic and composite patterns and compares them to the current Token struc-
ture by a pattern matching that considers intermediate elements. Subsequently, these 
matches are stored in a map and through a dictionary the algorithm sorts and stores 
them in the Patterns table. This algorithm is integrated with the basic and composite 
pattern generation to seize the execution time. 
• Read the generated tokens and patterns. 
• Check if there are matches or patterns into the Tokens structure and save the pat-

terns matched and their between elements into the Map. 
• Read again the patterns and tokens until the end of the structure. 
• Read the patterns stored in the Map. 
• Save the patterns with a frequency counter in a dictionary. 
• Read again map patterns until completion. 
• Sort the dictionary by the counter and save the patterns to the Patterns structure. 

5) Semantics Integration: The patterns integrate semantics from their grammatical 
categories that contain a semantic code. To include semantics, the patterns are read 
and for the two elements of the tuple it is checked if it has a verb type grammatical 
category. If the verb type has a semantic code it is saved into the Patterns structure, if 
not, the pattern takes its semantic from the verb itself. This algorithm is integrated 
with the basic and composite pattern generation to seize the execution time. There are 
4 possible scenarios of semantic integration with the generated patterns: 
• Pattern with semantics by having a verb type grammatical category with a seman-

tic code. 
• P34 = (C22, C11) = (NOUN, VERB) and VERB has a semantic code 50. 
• Pattern with semantics by having a verb type grammatical category getting the 

semantic from the verb itself. 
• P45 = (P1, C11) = (P1, VERB) and VERB not belong to a semantic group. 
• Pattern without semantics for not having a verb type grammatical category. 
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• P25 = (C138, C22) = (DEFINITE ARTICLE, NOUN). 
• Pattern without semantic for being composed of two sub-patterns. 
• P265 = (P25, P22) 
 

 

Fig. 2. Example of a semantic verb group. 

6) Export Functions: It is possible to use the generated patterns structure and data to 
export them into other ontological formats. For this, a file is created with the list of 
the generated patterns including its grammatical categories or sub-patterns, which can 
be interpreted by the natural language processing tools like Knowledge Manager. 
Optionally, it is possible to generate a file that includes the patterns and its descrip-
tion of the semantic scenarios. 

7) RSHP Support: After the pattern generation with semantics and optional elements 
between, the generated data is copied to a special format defined in the RSHP data-
base model to permit reusability in other similar projects. For each pattern is verified 
that it has patterns with optional elements between, and only the pattern with the 
highest abstraction level is copied to the RSHP database, ignoring the lower abstrac-
tion levels. In other words, the patterns with higher amount of optional elements be-
tween are taken into account in the integration with RSHP model as they group pat-
terns with less or equal to zero optional elements. 
Example: P10 = (2, 3) and this pattern has its variants with optional elements be-
tween: 
• O1 (P10) = (2, [1,4], 3) 
• O2 (P10) = (2, [1], 3) 
• O3 (P10) = (2, [5], 3) 
The patterns O1 and O3 are integrated in the RSHP model, as O1 has higher level of 
abstraction that P10 and O2, and O3 has higher level of abstraction than P10 and do 
not have optional elements equal to O1 and O2. 

4 Testing 

The system incorporates a console interface that displays the status of the components 
and the execution of the algorithms, indicating the progress through percentages. 
Then it displays the number of generated items and proceeds with the various itera-
tions of the algorithm of the composite patterns generation. The tests presented below 
represent the execution and reading of the Brown Corpus. 

There are two ways to view the results of the execution, first, through console by 
printing selected patterns, and second, through browsing the generated tables in the 
database. The pattern printing consist in getting the properties of the selected pattern 
by its identifier, displaying the breakdown of subpatterns or grammatical categories, 
the substitution level, semantic data and the associated frequency counter. 
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of the activity of the pattern printing function. 

5 Results 

The execution of the system generated 64,575 delimited sentences from almost the 1 
million words that the Brown Corpus contains. From the sentences it was generated 
546,352 terms that consist in a list of normalized tokens. From the terms the basic 
patterns generated were 5,058 and the basic patterns with optional elements between 
were 411,626 (contemplating every possibility for 2 optional elements between).  

The generated data is stored into the Patterns structure, which is accessible from 
the console reports or in viewing the table itself. The most frequent patterns generated 
are P1 = (C138, C22), P4 = (C22, C127) and P5 = (C137, C22), and the most fre-
quent patterns with optional elements between are O1(P6) = (C127,[C138] ,C22), 
O4(P223) = (C22, [C127], C22) and  O6(P29) = (C22, [C127], C138). 

The composite patterns for the first substitution level are 14,651 and the most fre-
quent are P5059 = (C127, P1), P5064 = (P4, P1) and P5068 = (C22, P1). The compo-
site patterns for the second substitution level are 4,982 and the most frequent are 
P19711= (P1, P5059), P19722= (C137, P5064) and P19758 = (P4, P5059). The pat-
terns that contain grammatical categories 13, 29, 50 and 54 were ignored from the 
most frequent results as they contain grammatical categories that correspond to punc-
tuation marks, and they are considered irrelevant for the interpretation of the results. 

Table 1. Most frequent generated patterns from brown corpus. 

# ID Element 1 Element 2 Count Level 
1 1 C138 C22 31061 0 
2 2 C22 C50 20972 0 
3 3 C22 C54 19520 0 
4 4 C22 C127 18198 0 
5 5 C137 C22 11108 0 
6 6 C127 C22 10958 0 
7 7 C127 C138 9788 0 
8 8 C22 C162 8669 0 
9 5059 C127 P1 8252 1 

10 9 C50 C22 7843 0 
32 5064 P4 P1 3538 1 
46 5068 C22 P1 2590 1 
430 19711 P1 P5059 294 1 

6 Conclusions 

The most significant pattern found corresponds to P1 = (C138, C22) = (DEFINITE 
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ARTICLE, NOUN) repeated 31061 times, an intuitive and common case presented in 
the English language. The following patterns P4 = (C22, C127) = (noun, preposition) 
repeated 18198 times, and P5 = (C137, C22) = (indefinite article, noun) repeated 
11108 times, which likewise correspond to common structures of English grammar. 
For patterns generated in higher levels of substitution, the most frequently correspond 
to P5059 = (C127, P1) = (PREPOSITION, DEFINITE ARTICLE, NOUN) repeated 
8252 times, P5064 = (P4, P1) = (NOUN, PREPOSITION, DEFINITE ARTICLE, 
NOUN) repeated 3538 times and P5068 = (C22, P1) = (NOUN, INDEFINITE AR-
TICLE, NOUN) repeated 2590 times. If we arrange the patterns by frequency, it is 
found that P5064 is the most common pattern # 32, and P5068 is the most common 
pattern # 46. 

It is considered as relevant patterns the patterns that contain semantics, the most 
frequent are P25 = (C22, C11) = (NOUN, VERB) 3953 times repeated, P40 = (C11, 
C127) = (VERB, PREPOSITION) 2352 times repeated, P54 = (C11, C22) = (NOUN, 
PREPOSITION) 1815 times repeated, P62 = (C117, C11) = (PERSONAL PRO-
NOUN, VERB) 1510 times repeated, P5090 = (C11, P1) = (VERB, DEF. ARTICLE, 
NOUN) 1261 times repeated, P5095 = (P1, C11) = (DEF. ARTICLE, NOUN, VERB) 
1117 times repeated, P5444 = (P11, C11) = (AND LINKING, NOUN, VERB) 122 
times repeated. 

The interpretation of the results may vary depending on the purpose of use of the 
tool. In this case it has been interpreted to ignore patterns containing grammatical 
categories of punctuation signs (C50 and C52) as it does not present relevant infor-
mation about the semantics of the texts. 

In summary, it was implemented a system that contains modules and algorithms 
that provide a pattern generation from text of a corpus. This system supports the 
RSHP model and expands itself through the copy of the generated patterns to the da-
tabase of RSHP and by exporting the pattern content to other hierarchical formats. It 
was generated a final list of patterns that contain basic patterns at most. 

There are several tools in the area of research that allow various analyzes and 
techniques within the framework of natural language processing like morphological, 
syntactic and semantic analysis [18]. However, tools for generating patterns based on 
these techniques are relatively new developments that are still implementing and test-
ing different approaches of text analysis [19]. The implementation of these techniques 
was a priority for the project with the consideration of a necessary integration of re-
sults to other projects and models. 

7 Future Work 

As future work, it is considered the development of a text search tool that uses se-
mantic patterns to find content in different dominions. Also, the system can be im-
proved in several ways: as the performance of the algorithms, as the inclusion of new 
techniques for corpus analysis, interface improvements, and inclusion of new reports, 
adding new parameters for implementation, and integration with other tools for 
knowledge representation. 
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